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The classic story of Snow White gets a fresh twist in this vibrant Japanese spin on the beloved

fairy tale!Once upon a time, there was a princess called Snow White. She lived in a

magnificent castle with her stepmother, a beautiful but wicked queen...The classic tale of Snow

White gets a fresh twist in this debut title of a brand-new board book series, Once Upon a

World. With Japan as the backdrop, and beautiful artwork from Japanese illustrator Misa

Saburi, Snow White is still the same girl who meets seven dwarves and accepts a shiny red

apple—but she’s totally reimagined. Once Upon a World offers a multicultural take on the fairy

tales we all know and love. Because these tales are for everyone, everywhere.
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The Princess and the Pea (Once Upon a World), Hansel and Gretel, Goldy Luck and the Three

Pandas, Día de los Muertos (Celebrate the World), Rapunzel

D. E. Bramer, “Timeless Tales with a Modern Twist. I absolutely adore the Once Upon a World

series! Chloe Perkins' retellings are straightforward but have a timeless quality that allows them

to be revisited over and over again. And, of course, the culturally diverse illustrations provide

bright, eye-catching, and aesthetically unique takes on these classic stories. And as a fan of

anime and video games, Misa Saburi's rendering of Japan is a particular delight!With as many

iterations of these fairy tales as there are, I've loved being able to build a definitive collection of

boardbooks whose illustrations and writing both maintain a consistently world-class quality.

Reading Snow White to my baby is a bedtime treat for both daddy and daughter, so now I'm

eagerly awaiting The Princess and the Pea... and anywhere else these books will take us!”

Big Apple, “Fantastic! Smart book!. I enjoyed this series so much- what a new way to read a

classical princess story! Bravo!Illustration was very charming too.Highly recommend.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Sweet take on a classic tale!. This was a very lovely rendition of one of

my favorite fairy tales; great for children and a nice multicultural adaptation of the tale.”

Kate Allgood, “Item was as described.. Item was as described.”

K, “great book. Amazing read.  Students in TK have really enjoyed it.”

Rachel, “Great book!. This was a cute story!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “'�. Love the diversity of the book. Just wish they were bigger”

SERRA JADAMA, “Lovely book.. The illustrations are so pretty. We loved reading this version

of the story. It’s great to see diversity added to these classic tales.”

SwissGirl88, “So cute. ”

The book by Chloe Perkins has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 138 people have provided feedback.
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